The analysis and exploration of auroral dynamics are very significant for studying auroral mechanisms. This paper proposes a method based on auroral dynamic processes for detecting auroral events automatically. We first obtained the motion fields using the multiscale fluid flow estimator. Then, the auroral video frame sequence was represented by the spatiotemporal statistics of local motion vectors. Finally, automatic auroral event detection was achieved. The experimental results show that our methods could detect the required auroral events effectively and accurately, and that the detections were independent on any specific auroral event. The proposed method makes it feasible to statistically analyze a large number of continuous observations based on the auroral dynamic process.
Introduction*
Changeable auroral morphology maps solar-terrestrial physics along the Earth's magnetic field lines projected onto the polar ionosphere. Much has been learned about the ionosphere and magnetosphere from auroral events [1] . The analysis of auroral mechanisms is very significant for studying auroral phenomena and their relationship with magnetospheric dynamics. The all-sky imaging system provides auroral data with spatial and temporal high-resolution. Since the Chinese Arctic Yellow River Station(YRS) started winter auroral observations in December 2003, they have obtained annually over 1 200 h of auroral observation images by all-sky imagers(ASI) at the YRS, assembled from three wavelengths (427.8, 557.7, and 630.0 nm) .
The quantity of observational data from YRS has increased gradually by more than 1 million all-sky images per * Corresponding author (email: xinrzhsh24@126.com) year, whereas the quantity of data from the THEMIS project is up to 10 million a year [2] . Therefore, exploring a way in which to analyze these data automatically and make full use of the large number of ASI images is becoming increasingly urgent for auroral researchers.
In our previous study, we analyzed automatically the static features of auroral phenomena using techniques of image processing and pattern recognition [3] . However, for various and complicated auroral phenomena, it is not sufficient to consider only the morphological characteristics of aurora phenomena. Thus, the analysis and exploration of auroral dynamic processes are very significant for studying auroral mechanisms. The occurrence and evolution of aurora are subject to various kinds of unknown factors resulting in extremely complex auroral motion. Therefore, many traditional technologies based on a certain assumption and model cannot accomplish auroral dynamic analysis. Most existing analysis of dynamic processes involves manual case studies of a very small number of auroral video frame sequences [4] [5] . Therefore, the results obtained are difficult to apply in general. To make the results more reliable and universal, an automatic analysis technology that analyzes auroral dynamic processes statistically, based on a large number of continuous observations of auroral sequences, is urgently needed.
Useful moving information for complex vision analysis can be obtained from the local motion field. Blixt et al. [6] estimated the global auroral two-dimensional motion field using a robust optical flow field and studied the validity of this method for auroral data. However, some questions arise from their work. First, optical flow field technology is based on an assumption of brightness constancy, for which the brightness of the observed object remains constant during motion. In classical computer vision research, we usually assume that moving objects are rigid and that their features are stable and prominent. However, there is no such thing as an "object" in most auroral images. In the evolution process, deformation of auroral morphology will occur, and combination or division of auroral structures will happen. Furthermore, an aurora is the effect caused by highly energetic charged particles colliding with the atmosphere within an extremely short time; thus, the brightness constancy assumption is not feasible for auroras. Second, when solving the optical flow field, the solution of the target equation is apparent velocity denoted as its differential form. The velocity-based underlying assumption is that the motion velocity of an image series is very small owing to the differential property. However, in the evolution of auroras, extremely energetic movements often occur, especially when substorms occur. Third, the data used were auroral video frame sequences with a narrow view. This creates another very serious problem regarding discontinuous motion and boundaries in the process of calculating the optical flow field. Auroral structure may move out view of subsequent auroral images, resulting in no matching parts among image sequences at the motion boundaries.
The most important issue for motion analysis of the optical flow field is how to use the local motion field to represent the moving features of multiframe sequences. In previous research [7] [8] [9] , Nelson and Polana adopted scale-and direction-based spatial statistics to classify a small number of moving images [7] . Based on this, Fablet and Bouthemy used the temporal and multiscale co-occurrence statistics to denote sequences [8] . However, in those two methods, neither spatiotemporal statistics nor features were fully represented. Considering the temporal and spatial features of dynamic texture motion simultaneously, Peh and Cheong constructed two individual maps for scale and direction [9] . Then, they processed the two maps separately as ordinary image texture, which will lose the moving two-dimensional information.
Given the non-rigid features of auroras, we introduced fluid flow to auroral image analysis [10] . The algorithm constructed models with continuity equations of fluid to obtain constraint equations of brightness. Thus, the size, direction, and distribution of the local motion vectors between two consecutive frames are obtained. Considering the randomness of auroral phenomena, in this paper, we propose spatiotemporal statistics of the local motion vector to represent the auroral video frame sequence. Using this representation, we measure the proximity between the concerned objective sequence and all auroral subsequence from the auroral database. Finally, a simple threshold operation is conducted to detect automatically multiple events, including polar motion, cloudy weather, and diffuse auroras.
Extraction of local motion fields
An aurora is a geophysical phenomenon generated by the collision between the atmosphere and highly energetic charged particles moving along the high-latitude magnetic lines. The brightness pattern of an auroral image is different from that of a traditional image analyzed through pattern recognition, because the aurora will deform, grow, and vanish. Because of the intrinsic factors of auroras, the traditional optical flow field analysis based on the brightness constancy assumption cannot be applied to estimate the auroral motion field. Therefore, the fluid flow method is introduced to overcome this problem.
The fluid flow method used in this paper was proposed by Corpetti et al. in 2002 to estimate the movement of atmospheric images [10] . There are two reasons why we choose it to estimate auroral motions. First, the motion is constructed by continuity equations, which are derived from the laws of conservation of mass and momentum [10] . The equation is also applied extensively to the analysis of moving images, including water waves, atmosphere, and smoke. Second, this method uses an integral form of brightness constraint, and data constraint is represented as an integral form at different spatial resolutions. This means that the solution of the objective function is the displacement of auroral motion, and that the auroral large-scale movement problem will be effectively settled.
The auroral data used in this paper were obtained from the all-sky imagers at YRS, Ny-Alesund, Svalbard. YRS is located at 78.92°N, 11.93°E, and corrected geomagnetic latitude 76.24°N, where MLT=UT+3.1 h. Four ASI images are shown in Figure 1 . Theoretically, ASI images contain all the information above the horizon, and the brightness relationship between the all-sky auroral images and that within a zenith angle of 80° is linear; therefore, the auroral structure of concern occurs within the above region. With the auroral images with a narrow horizon used by Blixt et al. [6] , the structure of concern of an independent auroral event will move out of subsequent image frames. However, this problem can be circumvented using ASI images. Moreover, the continuity equation of brightness constraint is based on the assumptions of global variation and momentum conservation [10] . Therefore, the all-sky image is much better than the auroral image with a narrow horizon for ensuring validity of the assumption of fluid flow.
The performance of auroral image analysis between classical optical flow field and fluid flow field are compared in this article. The first algorithm includes a global constraint algorithm proposed by Horn-Schunck (HS) [11] 
